
including the neutral nations of Europe will probably become appropriate in
due course. We proposed some weeks ago that there should now be a detailed

alliance study of this question of procedures for negotiation, and I am ver1

pleased to report that, following the Canadian suggestion, the declaration

includes a specific request to have the NATO Council study this issue and

report on it to our next ministerial meeting in May.
Discussions at NATO meetings are necessarily detailed and sometimes

technical. It is not easy to get agreement when 15 governments, each with its

own essential national interests and its own way of looking at things, ar.-

involved. I can tell the House, however, that some real progress was math
last week. It was encouraging to me, and to all who were with me, to fin i

a new and more hopeful atmosphere and a new resolve that the and confrontatio i

that has for too long characterized East-West relations should be brought t)

an end - not by any sudden dramatic initiative but by steady and careft 1

negotiation of specific issues, starting with those that show the best chances

for success.

We found a new climate in Europe, a new dynamic in the Commol

Market, that points the way to enlargement of the community and strengthening

of ties between its members, a new German Government already working towar3

modus vivendi with East Germany. Above all, we found a new atmosphere cf

hope brought about by the promise of progress in the SALT talks. I w^ s

encouraged, as I know all Members of this House will be, to find NATO

sensitive to the new trends, contributing to the great events that are.taking placc,

and looking beyond its essential defence functions to the opportunities for a moi e

positive role in securing the peace in Europe.

I took advantage of the NATO meetings to have individual talks with

some of my NATO colleagues. I met with the Foreign Ministers of Italy and

Turkey and had brief sessions with the German Foreign Minister and tte

United States Secretary of State. I also had a useful discussion with the French

Foreign Minister of our bilateral relations and I am glad to say that theie

was mutual agreement that we should work out arrangements to avoid futut e

incidents of the kind that have marred our relations in the recent past. I ain

hopeful that in this way we may be able to put our relations on a better footing.

Report by Minister of National Defence

... Members will recall that it is at the regular December ministerial meetir g

of the Defence Planning Committee that final undertakings are made on each

nation's force contribution. Canada's contribution for 1970 is the reconstructed

force for NATO Europe and the Supreme Allied Command Atlantic, announced

in try statement of September 19 last.

In my remarks to the Defence Planning Committee, I referred to the

Committee's meeting last May, at which I announced Canada's intention o
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